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Recent Trends in Computer Science 

Cyber Security

          Every employee needs to be aware of their role in preventing and reducing 
cyber threats, and staff dedicated to cyber security need to keep up to date with
the latest threats, and staff dedicated  to cyber security need to keep 
up to date with the latest cyber risk and solutions,  as well as qualifications,
to mitigate and respond to cyber attacks effectively.

1. People : 
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 Most well-informed organizations now consider cyber security a critical 
business issue. The definition of cyber security is often confused with the 
definition of information security.

 Information security, often referred to as ‘ IT Security ‘ , looks to protect all 
information assets, whether as a hard copy or in digital form. 

 Cyber security is a subset of information security. It specifically Focuses 
on protecting computer Systems and their components - from attack, 
unauthorized access or being otherwise damaged or made inaccessible Data 
centers, websites, programmers, servers or accounts can be exploited 
throught a cyber attack.

 In recent years, a cyber security has come under intense media scrutiny 
due to repaid development of cyber risks in boght size and number, and the 
degree of impact on individuals, governments and organizations.

 Robust cyber security ( and information security ) involves implementing 
controls based on three pillars people. Processes and technology this three - 
pronged approach helps organizations protect themselves from both organized 
and opportunistic attacks, as well as common internal threats, such as a user 
falling for a phishing scam or mistakely sending an email to an unintended 
recipient.

 Effective cyber security uses risk management to ensure these controls 
are deployed cost effectively - in other words. based on the likelihood of the risk 
occuring, and the worst possible impact if the risk materializes.



2.Processes :

 Processes are crucial in communicating the organization’s cyber security 
stance. Documented processes should also clearly define roles and 
responsibilities, and specify the procedure to follow when, for example, 
reporting a suspicious email. The cyber landscape is one of constant change, so 
processes need to be regularly reviewed to account for the latest cyber threats 
and responses.

3.Technology :

 While organizational measures are a big part of cyber security, technical 
controls are just as essential. From access controls to installing antivirus 
software, technology can be deployed to mitigate cyber risks.

Why is cyber security important?

•The costs of data breaches are soaring : 

 Emerging privacy laws can mean significant fines for organizations. The 
high-profile EU GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation)has a maximum 
fine of €20 million (about £17 million) or 4% of annual global turnover, whichever 
is greater. Such penalties are usually on top of damages and other legal action. 
There are also non-financial costs to be considered, such as organizational 
sustainability and reputational damage.
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•Cyber attacks are becoming increasingly sophisticated 
 
 Cyber attacks continue to grow in sophistication, with attackers using an 
ever-expanding variety of tactics, including social engineering, malware and 
ransom ware (used for Petya, WannaCry and NotPetya).

•Cyber attacks are lucrative : 

 Usually, cyber attackers seek some type of benefit and will invest in various. 
techniques, tools and technology to achieve their motives. Financial gain is a 
common motivation, but they may also be driven by political, ethical, intellectual 
or social incentives.

•Cyber security is a critical, board-level issue : 

 New regulations and reporting requirements make cyber security risk 
oversight a challenge. The board will continue to seek assurances from 
management that their cyber risk strategies will reduce the risk of attacks and 
limit financial and operational impacts.

Elements of cyber security

 A strong cyber security posture hinges on a systematic approach that 
encompasses:

•Application security : 

 Web application vulnerabilities are a common point of intrusion for cyber 
criminals. As applications play an increasingly critical role in business, 
organizations urgently need to focus on web application security to protect their 
customers, their interests and their assets.

•Network security :

 Network security is the process of protecting the usability and integrity of 
your network and data. This is usually achieved by conducting a network 
penetration test, which aims to assess your network for vulnerabilities and 
security issues in servers, hosts, devices and network services.
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•Operational security : 

 Operations securit : y protects your organization’s core functions by tracking 
critical information and the assets that interact with it to identify vulnerabilities.

•End-user education : 

 Human error remains the leading cause of data breaches. Your cyber 
security strategy is only as strong as your weakest link, so organizations need to 
make sure that every employee knows how to spot and deal with the threats or 
risks they may face, whether it’s not becoming a phishing victim, not sharing 
passwords, or being cautious about public Wi-Fi.

•Leadership commitment and involvement : 

 Leadership commitment is the key to the successful implementation of any 
cyber security project. Without it, it is very difficult to establish or enforce effective 
processes. Top management must also be prepared to invest in appropriate 
cyber security resources, whether it’s hiring qualified people, awareness training 
or technology.

- Prof. Tejasvi Jawalkar
(Computer Department)
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          MACHINE LEARNING

 
Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides 
systems the ability to automatically learn and improve from experience without 
being explicitly programmed. Machine learning focuses on the development 
of computer programs that can access data and use it learn for themselves.
 
 The process of learning begins with observations or data, such as 
examples, direct experience, or instruction, in order to look for patterns in data 
and make better decisions in the future based on the examples that we provide. 
The primary aim is to allow the computers learn automatically without 
human intervention or assistance and adjust actions accordingly. 

 Supervised machine learning algorithms can apply what has been 
learned in the past to new data using labeled examples to predict future events. 
Starting from the analysis of a known training dataset, the learning algorithm 
produces an inferred function to make predictions about the output values. The 
system is able to provide targets for any new input after sufficient training. The 
learning algorithm can also compare its output with the correct, intended output 
and find errors in order to modify the model accordingly. 

 Semi-supervised machine learning algorithms fall somewhere in 
between supervised and unsupervised learning, since they use both labeled 
and unlabeled data for training – typically a small amount of labeled data and a 
large amount of unlabeled data. The systems that use this method are able to 
considerably improve learning accuracy. Usually, semi-supervised learning is 
chosen when the acquired labeled data requires skilled and relevant resources 
in order to train it / learn from it. Otherwise, acquiringunlabeled data generally 
doesn't require additional resources. 

Pravin Kadam (BE IT) 
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Hon. Sagar Dhole Patil ( Chairman Dhole Patil Education Society) delivered 
motivational speech to students on the occasion of YIN Summer Youth 

Summit at Balgandrava, Pune on 18/06/2019.

YIN Summer Youth
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Campus Dairy

Dhole Patil College of Engineering has organized one day seminar on Recent 
Trends in Teaching Learning Process in US on 01/06/2019 in its campus. The 
Keynote Speaker for this program is Dr. Sushil Sharma, Associate Dean, Miller 
College of Business, Ball State University USA. The main objective is to provide 
information related to recent trends in Teaching Learning and its scope in 
Foreign Universities. The program was started with the felicitation of Dr. Sushil 
Sharma by Hon. Chairman Shri. Sagar U Dhole Patil and Principal Dr. Nihar 
Walimbe. Overall the session was interactive where various queries were asked 
by faculty members about teaching learning methods, Students attraction 
towards Technology, importance of cyber security and many more.
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 The Savitribai Phule Pune University, National Service Scheme attempted 
Guinness Word record by distributing 16631 saplings of neem to volunteers of 
National Service Scheme .The saplings are likely to be planted along the Pune-
Pandharpur pilgrimage route taken by warkaris during Ashadi wari .

 Under the guidance of Dhole Patil Education Society’s Chairman Shri.Sagar 
U.Dhole Patil and secretary Sou.Uma Sagar Dhole Patil our college 70 NSS 
Volunteers and staff participated in Guinness Word Record program.

 Event was witnessed by Hon. Devendra Fadnavis (Chief Minister, 
Maharashtra), Mr. Chandrakant Patil (Pune Guardian Minister), Mrs.Mukta Tilak( 
Mayor, Pune ), Naval koshor Ram (District Collector), Nitin Karmalkar (SSPU 
Vice-Chancellor) .

Tree Plantation
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GANESH CHATURTHI

Ganesh Chaturthi Celebration in DPES

Hon.Chairman sir Interaction
with Students

Hon.secretary madam
 with students
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STUDENT CORNER

Photography By 
Shubham Katakdhond

(MBA - II)

Photography By 
Nandakishor Sonune

(IT - III)

Photography By 
Sakshi Tayade

(MBA - II)

Photography By 
Akshay Rajpurohit

(MBA - II)
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Drawing  By 
Satyam Borkar ( BE - Auto )

Drawing  By 
Sayali Sakore (MBA - II)

Drawing  By 
Krupa Savaliya ( BE  - Civil ) 
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FACULTY CORNER

Painting by
Prof. Tejasvini Javalkar

( Computer Dept ) 

Photography By 
Mr. Mukesh Patil
( System Admin )

Photography by
Prof. Kanif Satav

( MBA Dept ) 
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